License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use P ± TP = 0 for all P in £7). alg if is an algebra which is closed in the weak operator topology. Similarly, if sé is an algebra in Sf(Ji7), then lat sé = {projections P in 38(37?): P x TP = 0 for all £ in sé}. lat sé is a lattice which is closed in the strong operator topology. In general, a subspace lattice is a lattice of projections which is strongly closed and which contains 0 and /. Every subspace lattice is complete (closed under arbitrary intersections and closed linear spans). A subspace lattice is commutative if all the projections mutually commute. In this case, Sf=
Abstract. A strongly closed lattice of projections on a Hubert space is compact if the associated algebra of operators has a weakly dense subset of compact operators. If the lattice is commutative, there are necessary and sufficient conditions for compactness, one in terms of the structure of the lattice, and the other in terms of a measure on the lattice. There are many examples of compact lattices, and two main types of examples of noncompact lattices. Compactness is also related to the study of weak limits of certain projections.
In [A3] , Arveson generalized N. Andersen's important theorem on continuous nests [An, Theorem 3.5 .5] to certain commutative subspace lattices associated with "2-continuous"
measures. An important property of these lattices is that they are compact in the strong operator topology. Since compactness is also a property of nests, and plays an important role in the similarity theory for nests [Da2, La, An] , we investigate in this paper the problem of determining which subspace lattices are compact. A greater understanding of this problem will hopefully help in the development of similarity theory for other lattices. It should be noted that it is well-known that there are also noncompact lattices, namely orthocomplemented commutative subspace lattices.
In §2, we give a main result (Theorem 2.2) which provides a connection between compactness of a lattice 7£ and the presence of compact operators in the associated operator algebra alg 7£. This result provides many examples of compact lattices. It also shows that there is a relationship between complete distributivity, compactness, and other nice properties, especially if the lattice is commutative.
§3 deals with properties of noncompact lattices. Included are two conditions equivalent to noncompactness for commutative lattices: one is essentially measuretheoretic, and the other is a condition on the structure of the lattice. We also give two quite different classes of examples of noncompact lattices. In the process, we obtain a representation theorem for certain infinite tensor products of commutative subspace lattices, which extends a result in [GHL] . We then show that "most" infinite tensor products are noncompact.
One simple condition determining compactness is whether or not the lattice has any nonprojection weak limits (Proposition 2.1). This property is related to a paper by Foias, Pasnicu, and Voiculescu [FPV] on weak limits of certain projections. We study this relationship in §4, and also derive other consequences from the existence of such weak limits. §4 mostly deals with weak limits starting from the point of view of an operator algebra instead of a lattice, and is thus essentially self-contained.
The author would especially like to thank Cecelia Laurie, Robert L. Moore, John Froelich, William Arveson, Justin Peters, and Alan Hopenwasser for several valuable discussions and insights.
1. Preliminaries. Every Hubert space in this paper will be complex, infinite-dimensional, and separable. The set of bounded operators on a Hubert space Jf will be denoted by 3S( 377) and the set of compact operators by 777. All operators discussed will be bounded, and all projections will be self-adjoint. If P is a projection, then Px= /-P.
If 77 is a collection of projections acting on 37C, then we denote by alg Sf the set of operators which leave each projection in Sf invariant, i.e., alg JSf = (T g 7¡7¡ (377): <= If if is weakly closed, then Sf is weakly compact since it is contained in the unit ball of S8(37?). Now let [P": 1 < « < oo} ç S?. Then there is some subsequence {P" } such that Pn -> some P g Sf weakly. But since P is a projection, and the strong and weak topologies agree on the set of projections, it follows that P -» P strongly. Therefore, Sf is strongly compact (sequential compactness is sufficient since the unit ball of S8( 37? ) is metrizable in the strong operator topology). D We can now prove the main result of this section, which gives a connection between the compactness of ££ and the presence of compact operators in alg Sf. Proof. If Sf is not compact, then Proposition 2.1 and the weak compactness of the unit ball of 3t(3>?) imply that there is some sequence (P": 1 < « < oo} C Sf and a nonprojection Q such that P" -> Q weakly. Note that Q is a positive contraction. We first claim that the subspace Q3? is invariant for sé. To see this, let k g ker(2 = ker {Q . Then for any « g 37? and T ^ sé, |(TQh, k)| = lim|(TP"h,k)\ = lim|(PJPnh,k) \ = lim| (TP"h,Pnk) | < lim||T|| \\Pnh \\ \\ Pnk || H|i1lh/ßft|||h/ß*||=o => TQh g Q*J? = Q~j?. Now PnL -* / -Q weakly and sé * = alg Sf L , so the above argument applied to I -Q and sé* implies that (/-Q)37? is invariant for sé*. It follows that ker(7 -Q) is invariant for sé. Moreover, ker(7 -Q) c Q3>?since ker(/ -0) = {h: Qh = h) and <2 is not a projection.
Let Ä be the projection onto QJfQ ker(7 -Q). By the above, R is a nonzero semi-invariant projection for sé. Let K e j^n Jf". Then PnKiPn -Q) -> 0 weakly since /l is compact. But PnKiP" -Q) = PnKP" -P"KQ = KPn -P"KQ -^KQ-QKQ=il-Q)KQ weaklŷ (I-Q)KQ = 0.
Thus, K(QJ?) ç ker(7 -Q), so £(j/n 377)R = {0}. D Corollary 2.3. // Sf is commutative and every semi-invariant projection contains an atom, then Sf is compact.
Proof. If £ is an atom contained in a semi-invariant projection R for sé'= alg Sf, then Ä( sé G 377)R 2 £(j/n Jf )£ 2 £(^' n Jf)£ = E377E * {0}. D Corollary 2.4. If Sf is commutative and purely atomic, then Sf is compact.
The previous two corollaries are special cases of a more general result (Corollary 2.6 below). A subspace lattice 7? (not necessarily commutative) is completely distributive if the identity AÍV/Ü-y(Ap,.J and its dual hold for all choices of P¡¡ G Sf (i g /, j g /), where / and / are any indexing sets and J' denotes the set of all functions f: I -* J. We need the following important result.
Theorem 2.5 (Laurie and Longstaff [LL, Lemma 2] ). Let Sf be a subspace lattice and sé= alg Sf. Let !% denote the rank-one subalgebra of sé (the algebra generated by the rank-one operators in sé). Then Sf is completely distributive if and only if R^R =7 (0} for every nonzero semi-invariant projection R for sé.
Since R@R ç R(sér\Jí7)R,y/e immediately obtain Corollary 2.6. If Sf is completely distributive, then Sf is compact.
We note that nests (linearly ordered lattices) are completely distributive, as are the lattices which satisfy the hypotheses of Corollaries 2.3 and 2.4. Also, Laurie has shown [L2] that the 2-continuous lattices introduced by Arveson [A3] , which are compact, are also completely distributive. There is an example in [Lam, §3] of a noncommutative subspace lattice which is compact and not completely distributive, but for commutative subspace lattices the converse of Corollary 2.6 is unknown. It should be noted that in the commutative case there are other equivalent conditions for complete distributivity, due to Laurie and Longstaff [LL] (also, see [HLM] ), and other conditions which are related to compactness. The situation is summarized by the following theorem. Here <€p denotes the Schatten p-class of compact operators.
Theorem 2.7. Suppose Sf is a commutative subspace lattice and sé= alg Sf.
Consider the following properties:
(a) Sf is completely distributive. (b) For some p <: 2, RC& C\s/)R + {0} for every nonzero semi-invariant projection R for sé.
ib') l(€ Pi sé) is dense in sé for some p < 2 in any of the strong, ultrastrong, weak, or ultraweak topologies.
(c) R(séC\ 37f)R + (0} for every nonzero semi-invariant projection R for si'. (c') séO 377 is dense in sé in any of the strong, ultrastrong, weak, or ultraweak topologies.
(d) Sf is compact. [LI] implies ultraweak density. Density in the other topologies follows since séC\377 is convex. For (c') =» (c), density implies that there is a net {£"} ç sé n 377 such that Ta -> / in the appropriate topology. Hence, for any nonzero projection P, PTaP -> P * 0, so there is some T G sen 377 with PTP * 0. [FAM] . D Note. The implication (a) => (e) was proved by Laurie in [LI, Corollary 4.3] . Also, observe that if (b) or (b') holds, then Theorem 2.5 implies that the same condition holds for all p.
Remarks, (e) =*> (c) since if Sf is nonatomic and orthocomplemented, then sé= Sf', and it is well known that Sf' C\377= (0}. But Sf'+J?
is norm-closed since Sf' is a C*-algebra. Since such a lattice Sf is not compact (see Theorem 3.2), it also follows that (e) =*» (d).
It is unknown whether or not (d) =» (e), (d) =» (c), or (c) => (b). The material in §4 shows some of the problems involved in proving or disproving (d) => (c). In regard to the implication (c) =» (b), Froelich has given a number of examples in [F2] of commutative subspace lattrices Sf with sé= alg Sf containing certain types of compact operators, but not others. For instance, one such example has sen 377+ (0} but sen c€p = (0} for all p < oo. But none of these examples has the property (c') that sé n 377 is ultraweakly dense in sé. There is also an example in [F2] of a commutative subspace lattice Sf with alg Sf+3f not norm-closed. But in this example Sf is also not compact.
3. Noncompact lattices. In this section, we give some examples of noncompact subspace lattices. These fall into two basic types: some "piece" of the lattice is either a nonatomic Boolean algebra or a certain infinite tensor product of commutative subspace lattices. This will be made precise below. In addition, after obtaining a partial representation theorem for infinite tensor products of commutative subspace lattices, we show that "most" of them are noncompact. We will also give two conditions which are equivalent to noncompactness for commutative subspace lattices. One is essentially measure-theoretic, and the other is lattice-theoretic. Theorem 2.2 gives only a necessary condition for noncompactness, and this is an algebraic condition. Finally, we also prove that locally compact commutative lattices must actually be compact. Every lattice in this section will be a commutative subspace lattice, often abbrieviated CSL.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that Sf is commutative, and suppose that p is a faithful normal state on Sf ". Then Sf is not compact if and only if there is an e > 0 and a sequence [P": 1 < « < oo} c Sf such that p(PnAPm) > e for all « # m, where P"APm = P V P -P A P = P + p -2P P .
Proof. <= If (P,,} has a strongly convergent subsequence {P"4}, then Pllt -Pn -* 0 strongly as k, j -» oo, which is equivalent to p((P" -P")(P" -P" )) -» 0 [Di, 1.4.6. Proposition 4] . But (P"t -Pn¡)(P"k -Pn) = P"k + P"*-2PnPn¡ = P"APn¡ and p(P"APn) > e for all k * j.
=> If «Sf is not compact, then there is a sequence (P":l<«<oo}of distinct projections in Sf with no strongly convergent subsequence. It follows that there is an e > 0 such that pHP" -Pm)iP" -PJ) > e for all « * m, i.e., p(P"APm) > e. a The following theorem is well known. The standard proof uses Liapounoffs theorem [R, Theorem 5.5] to give the stronger result that the weak closure of Sf is (se'g Sf":0 < A < 1}. We give an elementary proof using Lemma 3.1.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose Sf is a nonatomic Boolean algebra (i.e., Sf is orthocomplemented and commutative). Then Sf is not compact.
Proof. Since Sf is nonatomic, it must contain a nonatomic nest 3?. If p is any faithful normal state on Sf", then p: 5a-> [0,1] is bijective. Let P, = p~\t). Since Suppose that Sf is commutative, and let S be a projection in Sf'. Then Sfs = SSf, acting on S37?, is a subspace lattice, called an induced lattice of Sf. Note that alg Sfs = S( alg Sf) \ SJt. As a special case, if £ is a semi-invariant projection for alg if (so R G Sf" ç Sf'). then SfR is called a reduced lattice of Sf, and will instead be denoted by SfR. Proof, (b) is clear. For (a) and (c), if Sf is compact then so is Sfs since the map P -> SPS is strongly continuous. D Thus, if some "piece" of Sf is noncompact, so is Sf.
Corollary 3.4. If some reduced lattice SfR or induced lattice Sfs has a strongly closed sublattice Sf which is nonatomic and orthocomplemented, then Sf is noncompact.
We can now completely determine the compactness of orthocomplemented CSLs. Proof. => Let P be the sum of the atoms of Sf. Note that P G Sf. If Sf is not purely atomic, then P + I. In this case, let R = I -P. Then SfR is nonatomic and orthocomplemented, and thus is noncompact by Theorem 3.2. Proposition 3.3 then implies that Sf is noncompact. <= Follows from Corollary 2.4. D Although it is not necessary for the next result, it will be convenient to use the Arveson representation for CSLs [A2, Theorem 1.3.1]. This representation is also often useful for finding examples of CSLs which have certain properties, and will prove invaluable in our study of infinite tensor products. Given any commutative subspace lattice Sf, the Arveson representation states that there is a partially ordered measure space (X, < , ¡u) such that Sf is unitarily equivalent to a certain lattice denoted by Sf(X, < ,ju). Here X is a compact metric space, < is a reflexive and transitive relation on X whose graph G is closed in X X X, and ¡u is a Borel probability measure on X. A Borel set £ C X is increasing if a: G £ and x < j> => y g £. Finally, Sf(X, < ,jn) = (P£: £ ç X is an increasing Borel set}, where P£ is the multiplication operator acting on L2( X, ¡a) by (PEf)(x) = Xe(x)/(x)-Now if p is a faithful normal state on 3$(L2(X,n)), we can write p(T) = Yjf=1(Tfj, f¡), where E^iH/)!!2 = 1, the /,'s are mutually orthogonal, and span{/,: 1 < / < 00} is dense in L2(X,¡i). It follows that if [PE: 0 < /' < 00} ç Sf( X, sg , u), then P£ -» P£ strongly if and only if p(PEAPEo) -» 0 if and only if /x(£"a£0) -> 0. This shows that Lemma 3.1 is really a measure-theoretic condition for noncompactness. The author would like to thank Cecelia Laurie for pointing out the above measure condition.
We will now give a purely lattice-theoretic condition. This condition was used by Froelich in [Fl] to show that alg Sf for a certain commutative lattice Sf has no compact operators. Note the connection with Theorem 2.2 (but notice also that Theorem 2.2 applies in the noncommutative case as well). Proof. => If Sf is noncompact, then there is a sequence {£"': 1 < n < 00} ç Sf and a nonprojection Q such that P'n -» Q weakly. As shown in the proof of Theorem 2.2, ker(/ -Q) and Q3f are invariant subspaces for alg if, and ker(/ -Q) Ç QJ?. Thus, if A/7 and M are the projections onto ker(7 -Q) and QJ?, respectively, then R = M -N is semi-invariant for alg 7f. N, M e Sf since Sf is commutative, and therefore RP'n = RP,'R = P"'£ is a projection. It follows that RP,', -» RQ weakly and RQ = RQR = QR. then 0 = (PnF±x, v> -> (QRF1x, y) for every x, V g Rjf, so QRF±= 0 and thus f-1-= 0, a contradiction. <= By Proposition 3.3, if SfR is noncompact, then so is Sf. Thus, we may assume without loss of generality that R = I. Using the Arveson representation, we have Sf= Sf(X, < , ¡i), and the hypothesis is equivalent to the existence of a sequence of increasing sets ( £": 1 < « < 00} such that UA £" = X a.e. [/x] and DA £" = 0 a.e.
[ft] for every subsequence {£",,}• It is then sufficient to show that there is no I!. H. WAGNER subsequence {£" } which converges in measure, i.e., there is no increasing set £ such that u(£" a£) -* 0.
Suppose jLi(£" a£) -* 0, and assume first that ¡u(£) ¥= 0. Let £ = ¡i(E)/2, and let £, = £" for convenience. Also, if S is a subset of X, let Sc denote the h nk complement of S in X. It follows that there is a subsequence [Fk : 1 ^ m < oo} such that n(FkAE) < e/2m. Then f)m £A = 0 a.e., so
a contradiction. Now if instead /x(£) = 0, then ii(£"c a£c) -» 0, and we can apply the above argument, replacing Fk by Fk and £ by £', to again get a contradiction sincen",£^ = (VmFkJc = 0 a.e. □ '
Remark. The preceding argument can be given without using the Arveson representation. Just replace increasing sets by projections in Sf, ¡i by a faithful normal state p, U by V, n by A, and set complement by orthogonal complement.
The theory developed in [A3] , which motivated this study, is valid for representations of locally compact * -semigroups. A locally compact commutative subspace lattice is an example of such a * -semigroup, and one of the applications in [A3] dealt with the special case of certain compact CSLs. The next result shows that, if one wants to apply this theory to lattices, then there is no loss of generality in restricting to the compact case.
Theorem 3.7. Every locally compact CSL is compact.
Proof. Suppose Sf is a locally compact CSL which is not compact. Then as in the proof of Theorem 3.6, there is a sequence (P": 1 < « < oo} in if and a nonprojection Q such that P" -* Q weakly, and the projections N and M onto ker(7 -Q) and Q37?, respectively, are elements of Sf with N < M. It also follows from the proof of Theorem 2.2 that (I -Q)KQ = 0 for every K g (algi?) n 377, so if has no atoms S such that S < M -N (see the proof of Corollary 2.3). Therefore, there is a sequence {R¿: I ^j < oo} in Sf such that N < RJ + X < Rj < M for all j and Rj^>N strongly.
Since Sf is locally compact in the strong operator topology, N has a neighborhood Jf with compact strong closure Jf. The proof of Proposition 2.1 shows that Jf is in fact weakly closed. Also, Jf must contain a set °17 = {P g if : \\Ph, -Nh¡\\ < e, 1 < / < m} for some e > 0 and some hx,..., hm in 31?, since the sets of this form are a base for the strong topology on Sf. Now choose J such that Rj g fy, and let R = Rj -N. Then N + P,,R g Sf and N + P"R -* N + QR = QRj weakly.
But QRj is a nonprojection and N + PnR g °17 for all « since |KTV + P"R)hi -Nh,\\ =||P"RA,|| <||*A,|| =||£y«, -Nh,\\ < e for all i. This contradicts the fact that Jf is weakly closed. □
We conclude this section with a discussion of another type of noncompact lattice, quite different from that given by Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.4. This type consists of certain infinite tensor products of lattices.
Example. Let X¡ = {0,1} with the partial order 0 < 0 < 1 < 1, and let m, be a probability measure on Xt with m,({l}) = />,, 0 < p, < 1. Then consider Sf= SfiX, < ,m), where X = N¡°.iXj, < is the product ordering on X ((x,)" j < (^,)°i, <=» Xj < _v,-for all /'), and m is the product measure n°°=1m,. Finally, let Fk = {(xi)V-i> xk = l). {Fk: 1 ^ k < oo) generates if as a subspace lattice by [A2, Theorem 1.2.2]. Here we have for convenience identified increasing sets with their corresponding projections, and we will continue to do so. Also, (<o,) will always denote a sequence of 0's and Ts. It follows that if is not compact by Lemma 3.1 and the remarks preceding Theorem 3.6.
Case 3. Finally, suppose E|w, -p¡\ does not converge for every (w,), but that ( p¡) is not bounded away from 0 and/or 1. Partition N into an infinite number of infinite subsets Sx, S2,... such that for each j, E,eS |w, -p¡\ does not converge for every (w,),eS. This can be done as follows: successively find Nx < N2 < N3 < such that for each j, Efijv , + i|«,-~P,-| > 1 for every (<o/)^LAr._i + 1. Let Sx = Ur=0{^2* + l,-:-, ^ + i} (where /V0 = 0) and S2' = U^0{N2k+x +'l,..., N2k + 2). Now similarly divide S^ into two parts 52 and S3', divide 53' into two parts 53 and 54', etc. If we let Sf¡ be the sublattice of Sf generated by {£": « g S¡ ), then each i^, is nonatomic, and thus contains some increasing set G, with miG,) = \. The sequence (G,-: 1 < /' < 00} has the property that m(G¡AGj) = 5 for all i ¥= j (this is essentially the same calculation as in Case 2, with pj = p¡ = k), so again Sf is not compact.
Note that Case 2 is a special case of Case 3, but Case 2 with p¡ = px for all i is really the basic example which allows one to analyze the more general situation. In fact, one can use this example to obtain the following:
Let Sfx. Sf2,... be nonatomic CSLs with Arveson representations Sft = Sf(X,, ^ ,.,/i,.) and ¡i^X,) = 1 for all i. Now let X = Y\fLx Xit < be the product ordering on X, /1, = n°llrx" and let Sf= SfiX, < ,jti). In general (even if the Sf-s have atoms), we will call a lattice Sf formed in this way an infinite product lattice.
Since each Sf: is nonatomic, there are sets £, g SfiX¡, < ,., ¡u;) with /!,(£,) = \. Let £, = {(*") G A': x, g £,} <=Sf. Then ¡u(£,A£y) = \ for all i * j, so Sf is not compact. Note that if Sf were a finite product lattice iX = Vl"=x X¡, etc.), then we would have that Sf= ®"=xSf, [GHL] . In fact, this is true for infinite product lattices as well. We will prove this result and a partial converse below (Theorem 3.8), and then use it to obtain a general result on compactness of infinite tensor products of CSLs.
We first need some preliminaries on infinite tensor products. For each i = 1,2,..., let ai be a unit vector in a separable Hilbert space 3f¡, and let a = ia¡)°°=x. 377= (gi ;*?, ^ is formed as in [G] or [vN] by completing the pre-Hilbert space consisting of finite linear combinations of elements of the form ® " «, with «, = a, for almost every /' (i.e., for all but a finite number), where the inner product on such elements is given by ( ® h¡, <g> A:,-) = n^j (h¡, k¡). If 3e¡ is a von Neumann algebra acting on 37?t, then iS»^^, is defined to be the von Neumann algebra on J? generated by operators of the form (g^P, with T¡ g 31 ¡ for all /' and T¡ = I for almost every i. In particular, 38Í37?) = ®f=7x^^i) (see [Gl for details). Now if Sf, is a commutative subspace lattice on 37?¡, we define (8>^",if, ç 38i3^f) to be the smallest subspace lattice on J? containing all the projections of the form ®"P,with P, g S?{ and P, = / for almost every i. We note that 377 has a basis consisting of elements of the form ®oc=xh¡ with «, = at for almost every i [vN] . Thus, if blcr377l' with ||è,|| = 1, ¿ = 1,2,..., then O^^ and ®™\3?j' are unitarily equivalent via a unitary operator constructed in the obvious way from unitaries Uf.
Jfi -+ 37?; with c/(a,) = b,. Moreover, O^i", = <2>7°JX G¡SfdJ*. Now consider lattices SfiHt, <,,ju,) with p¡(Xt) = \. These lattices act on L2( X,, /i,-), and we use the constant function 1 as the distinguished unit vector in each L2iXi,pi) to form ®°1'1£2(A'" u,). Then <g>°^iL2iXi,/i,.) is canonically isomorphic to L2(X,¡i), where X = T\fLx X¡ and ¡1 = TlfLißj, and we will identify License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (b) If almost every a¡ is a cyclic vector for 7%,, then the full tensor product (g^if, is unitarily equivalent to an infinite product lattice.
Proof. Sf¡ is unitarily equivalent to some Sf'Y¡, < ,, v¡) via the Arveson representation. An examination of the proof of the representation theorem (Theorem 1.3.1 of [A2]) shows that there is a unitary U¡ which maps [^,-c,-] onto some L2(Y¡, p¡), where c, is a cyclic vector for ¿%¡ (thus [31 ¡c¡] = J?¡), and maps c, to the constant function 1. By using a¡ instead of c¡, we get a unitary from [^,a,] = MiJ?i onto some L2iX¡, ¡i¡) which maps a¡ to the constant function 1. It then follows from the remainder of the proof that this unitary gives an equivalence between iSf¡)Mi and a lattice Sf(X¡, <"/*,), and the above remarks imply that ®°^xiSfj)Ml = <g)<^'1^(A';, < ,.,/t,). For part (b), if a¡ is cyclic for ¡%¡ for all / > some N, then apply the usual Arveson representation, using any cyclic vector for i < N and a¡ for / > N. In this case we get a unitary equivalent between the full tensor product rg^ if, and some rg^ if (A",, <"/i,). Now form the infinite product lattice if(Ar, < ,ju) from the partially ordered measure spaces (X¡, < ,,u,). To show that SfiX, < ,/i) = Q'*} 3?(X¡, < ,,/i,) (i.e., canonically isomorphic), we use a slight variation of the argument given in [GHL, Proposition 2.1]. First, for each P¡&Sf(X¡, <,-, u,), let £, be a corresponding increasing Borel subset of X¡. Then Ex X E2 X ■ ■ ■ XEn X Xn+X X Xn+2 X • • • is an increasing Borel subset of X which corresponds to the projection P, ® P2 ® QZ\&{Xlt <"/»,). □ Theorem 3.9. (a) Suppose that Sf¿ is a commutative subspace lattice on Jf, and a, ¿s a unit vector in 377], i = 1,2,_// there is a sequence {P, G Sf¡: 0 < ||P:a,-|| < 1, 1 < ; < 00} such that ¿ZfLx\ui -||P,a,||2| does not converge for every sequence (to,) of 0's and Vs, then ^>Tt\Sf¡ is noncompact.
(b) Suppose that SfiX, < , u) is an infinite product lattice. If there is a sequence {£,: £, is an increasing Borel subset of X¡ andO < ¡u,(£,) < 1, 1 < 1 < 00} such that EJlJw, -/i((£,)| does not converge for every sequence (u¡) of 0's and Vs, then S?i X, < , /i) is noncompact.
Note. In particular, if there is a sequence {P, G if} such that {||P,-fl/||} is bounded away from 0 and 1, then ig™« Sft is noncompact (and a similar condition applies in part (b)).
Proof, (b) Let F¡ = {(x¡)^Lx: x, g £;}. It follows from the above example (Cases 2 and 3) that the sublattice generated by {£,: 1 < ¿ < oo} is noncompact. By Proposition 3.3, Sf( X, < , ¡a) is also noncompact.
(a) Let 3i¡ be a maximal abelian von Neumann algebra containing Sf¡", and let A/,-be the projection onto [0,-a,-]. By Theorem 3.8, (g^ (Sff)M' is unitarily equivalent to an infinite product lattice irf(A\ ^ ,ju). If £, is an increasing Borel subset of X¡ corresponding to P¡M¿, then ||P,fl,||2 =\\PiMia,\\2 = f XEi(x,) ■ ldn,(Xi) = M,(£,).
(b) then implies that (g^if,)"' is noncompact. But note that (g^/if,)^ is an induced lattice of rg ™° Sft, so (g,0^ if, is noncompact by Proposition 3.3. D Corollary 3.10. Every infinite tensor product of nonatomic CSLs is noncompact.
In fact, one could say that "most" infinite tensor products of CSLs are noncompact, since the a,'s would have to be chosen carefully in order to not satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3.9, especially if the if,'s contain "lots" of projections. If the hypothesis of Theorem 3.9 is not satisfied, then the situation can be quite complicated. However, if almost every a, is cyclic for 3Í¡, then the nontrivial projections of Sf¡ must "cluster" to 0 and/or / as i; -> oo, and in the special case in which each Sf, is a purely atomic nest, one can then show that <8>°°?xSfi is purely atomic and thus compact (similar to Case 1 of the above example). On the other hand, of course, if any single Sf, is noncompact, then so is rg^ if, by Proposition 3.3.
It should be pointed out that infinite tensor products and nonatomic Boolean algebras (and generalizations using Proposition 3.3) are the only two types of noncompact CSLs known. In fact, they are also the only known examples of CSLs which are not completely distributive. Thus, to help settle the question of whether or not compact implies completely distributive, it would be desirable to have more examples.
4. Weak limits of projections. An examination of the proof of Theorem 2.2 shows that the full power of the hypotheses were never used. We did not need the invariance of the sequence {P"} (i.e., that TPn = P"TPn for all T^sé).
We only needed the property that TPn -P"TP" -» 0 weakly for all T G sé. Thus, it seems doubtful that the converse is true. However, in the commutative case, we can show that these properties are not that far apart after all. (Note also that in the commutative case it is enough to prove the converse for Sf nonatomic (see the proof of Corollary 2.3).) More precisely, consider the following properties, where sé is a norm-closed subalgebra of 38i3>?) and Q G 38i3/?):
(a) There is a sequence {P,,} of projections such that TPn -P"TP" = 0 for all T g sé, and P" -> Q weakly.
(b) There is a sequence {Q"} of projections such that \\TQn -Q"TQn\\ -> 0 and TQn -QiJQn e * for a11 T^sé, and Qn -> Q weakly.
(c) There is a sequence {Rn ) of projections such that \\TR" -R"TRn\\ -* 0 for all T g sé, and £" -> Q weakly.
(d) There is a sequence {S"} of projections such that TSn -SnTSn -* 0 weakly for all Tesé, and S" -* Q weakly. Note that 0 < Q < /. If sé is separable and unital, it was shown in [FPV] that (c) and (d) are equivalent. We will show in Theorem 4.1 below that, by simplifying the proof in [FPV] , (b) is also equivalent. Finally, if if is a commutative nonatomic subspace lattice and sé= alg Sf, then (a) and (b) are equivalent (see Theorem 4.2).
The results of this section are essentially independent of the previous sections, but are related to them as indicated above and in Corollary 4.5 below. After obtaining the results noted above, we will give other conditions related to the presence of a weak limit Q which satisfies property (c) (equivalently, (b) or (d)). These weak limits are completely characterized in the case when sé is a C*-algebra.
In this section, w denotes the quotient map of 33(37?) onto the Calkin algebra 38(37?)/3f. Also, suppose ff is a linear subspace of a unital C*-algebra 38 (with 7T containing the identity), Ji'" = {complex n X « matrices}, and J?<n) = J? © 37?® ■ ■ ■ ®J? in times). If >p: ff^> 38Í377) is a bounded linear map, then we define *": ^® M" -38(37?^) by *"i(T-íjYí.j-i) = (^(P,,))^.
* is completely contracfive if each \pn is contractive, \p is completely isometric if each \pn is isometric, and \p is completely bounded if there is some number M such that \\ip"\\ < M for all «. We note that if ^ is a unital »-homomorphism of a C*-algebra, then ty is completely contractive. It follows that any restriction of \p to a linear subspace containing the identity is also completely contractive. In particular, it is completely contractive on every subspace of 38 ( Proof, (b) =» (c) => (d) is clear, (d) => (e) =» (f) was aproved in [FPV] (separability of sé was assumed, but not needed for these implications), (f) => (c) was also proved in [FPV] . We will give a simpler proof which yields the stronger result (0 -(b).
Let \p be the representation id © (p ° it) of C*(sé) + 377 on the separable Hilbert space 37?x = 37?® 37?'. By Voiculescu's Theorem [V, Theorem 1.3] , there is a sequence of unitary operators Uk: J7X^> 3? such that But again the second term equals 0 by the invariance of J7, and the first term is compact since T -Uk^(T)Uk* g 377 by (1). Therefore, (7 -Pk)TPk g 377 for all k. For the proof, we will need two additional results. Theorem 4.4 [An, Proposition 1.4.2 and Corollary 1.4.3] . Let 3Î be a type I von Neumann algebra on 37? and let 37 £ S8(J7) be a set of operators. Let 8 be a positive function on 37 such that for each R G 371 and D G 37), we have DR -RD G 37? and ||7)"£ -RD"\\ -» 0 whenever 8(Dn) -* 0. Then there are operators PD G ^" such that PD -D G 37? and \\PD -Dn\\ -> 0 whenever 8(Dn) -» 0. If D is a projection, then PD can be chosen to be a projection.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. The implication (a) =» (b) is clear, so assume (b) is true.
If {£?"} is finite, then the result is trivial, so we may assume {0,,} is infinite. Now Sf" is an abelian von Neumann algebra, so Sf' is a type I von Neumann algebra.
Let & = Sf ', 33 = {0"}, and 8(Q") = 1/n. Then the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4 are satisfied since Sf' Qsé and Sf' is selfadjoint. Let P" = PQ be the projections in Sf" provided by Theorem 4.4. Then P" -* 0 weakly since 0" -* 0 weakly and \\p" -Q"\\ -o. Now note that k(0") g /c(if ) by Theorem 4.3. It follows that there is a projection S" g Sf such that Qn -Sn g 37?, so P" -S" g Sf" n Jf. But P" and S" are projections and Sf" is nonatomic, so we must have P" = Sn. Therefore, Pn e Sf. D We immediately obtain a stronger version of Theorem 2.2.
Corollary 4.5. Let sé= alg if. 7/if is noncompact, then there is a nonprojection Q which satisfies properties (e) and (f).
We now turn to the study of the relationship between an algebra sé and a weak limit 0 which satisfies properties (b), (c), and (d). In addition to Corollary 4.5 and the remarks at the beginning of this section, this will give an indication of the obstructions involved in investigating the converse of Theorem 2.2. As in [FPV] , we say that 0 is a weak limit of almost invariant projections for sé, or WLP. (We will use the notation WLP to mean that Q is nontrivial (not 0 or 7), but it may be a projection.) In the remainder of this section, sé denotes a norm-closed, unital, norm-separable subalgebra of 3iï(Jf ). We also say that 0 is a weak limit of almost reducing projections for sé if 0 is a WLP for both sé and sé*. It is easy to see that this is equivalent to Q being a WLP for C*(sé), and that in this case we must have that 0 g sé' (by property (d)).
Remark. If 0 is a WLP, then £P" -PJPn -> 0 and P" -> Q weakly, so the proof of Theorem 2.2 shows that Q377 and ker(7 -0) are invariant subspaces for sé, ker(7 -0) £ Q3f, and (7 -Q)KQ = 0 (i.e., K(Q#) £ ker(7 -Q)) for K esén 37?. The following results are almost immediate. Proof, (ii) and (iv) are immediate from the above remark, (i) and (iii) follow by noting that 0 is a WLP for sé iff I -Q is a WLP for sé*. Finally, if 0 g sé', then ker(7 -0), (7 -Q)QJ?, and ker0 are reducing subspaces for sé, and (v) follows from the above remark. D Corollary 4.7. If sé has a WLP, then either (i) sé has a nontrivial closed invariant subspace or (ii) sen 377= {0}.
Corollary 4.8. If sé has a weak limit of almost reducing projections, then either (i) sé is reducible or (ii) C*(sé) n 377= {0}. Corollary 4.9. If 347 çz sé, then sé has no WLP. Thus, if sé is transitive (sé has no nontrivial closed invariant subspace) and sé contains a nonzero compact operator, then sé has no WLP.
Proof. By [PS, Theorem 7] , a transitive algebra which contains a nonzero compact operator must contain all the compact operators. D
We can now completely characterize the weak limits of almost reducing projections of sé (i.e., the WLPs of C*(sé)). Therefore, 6: ir(C*(sé)) -* 38((I -Q)Q377) by B(tr(T)) = T\(r_Q)Qjif is completely contractive since (7 -Q)Q3?eJ7. Now let <p: C*isé) -> ^(Q3?) by <p(£) = Plg^and note that the identities in Theorem 4.1(e) are satisfies since \/Q and \/l -0 commute with all £ in C*isé). D Remark. The assumption that sé is unital can be easily dealt with in this case. If sé is nonunital, let séx = (A + A7: A e C*isé)} be the unital C*-algebra associated with sé. Then it is easy to see that 0 is a WLP for C*isé) iff it is a WLP for séx.
Corollary 4.11. If C*isé) n 347= {0}, then every positive contraction Q in sé' is a WLP for C*(sé).
Corollary 4.12. If the identity representation of C*(sé) is not a direct sum of irreducible representations, then C*(sé) has a nonprojection WLP.
Proof. If C*(sé) has no nonprojection WLP, then Theorem 4.10 implies that GtfkerK: K e C*(sé) n 347} = {0}. It follows that the identity representation of C*(sé) n 37? is nondegenerate and is thus a direct sum of irreducible representations. These representations then extend uniquely to C*(sé) [Al, ]. D Minor variations of the proof of Theorem 4.10 allow us to characterize the WLPs of sé which lie in sé': Theorem 4.13. 0 is a WLP for sé and Q ese' «• 0 = 7^ © 0^, © 0^, where Sf, J7, and Jf are reducing subspaces for sé with Sf® J7 © Jf= 37?, Qj, e (sé \ j¿)', and Ojf^ 0^ < Ij/, and the map 8: tt(T) -> T\^ is well-defined and completely contractive on tr(sé).
Proof. => It follows from the fact that 0 ese' that the maps <p and 6 of Theorem 4.1(e) are defined by y(T) = T\qJ? and 6(ir(T)) = T\(l_Q)Qje. Now let J7 = (I -Q)Q347, Sf= ker(7 -0), Jf= kerQ, and 8 = 6. The result follows since 9 is completely contractive.
<^= It is clear that Q ese'. Now note that the map 6: ir(T) -» T\(I_Q)Qje defined on tt(sé) is completely contractive since (7 -Q)Q37?e Jt. By defining <p(T) = T\q^, for T ese, the conditions of Theorem 4.1(e) hold since Q ese'. Thus 0 is a WLP for sé. D Corollary 4.14. Suppose that 0 g sé', 0 < 0 < 7. Then 0 is a WLP for sé<*> the map 0: ir(T)-> T | (¡-q)q^ is well-defined and completely contractive on tt(sé).
Remark. The corollary shows that if 0 g sé' is a WLP for sé, then 7 -0 is also a WLP for sé, so Q is also a WLP for sé*. However, the sequence of projections corresponding to 0 as a WLP for sé* may be different than the sequence of projections corresponding to 0 as a WLP for sé. In particular, 0 may not be a weak limit of reducing projections, as shown in Example 3 below. Corollary 4.15. Ifsé+ sé* = C*(sé) and Q ese' is a WLP for sé, then 0 is also a weak limit of reducing projections for sé.
Proof. By Corollary 4.14 , the map 6: it(T) -* T\(l_Q)QX, is completely contractive and unital. The obvious extension to tr(sé) + tr(sé)* = ir(C*(sé)) is then completely contractive by [A4, 1.2.8-1.2.10], and another application of Corollary 4.14 gives the result. D Corollary 4.16. Suppose sen 347'= {0}. If ir: sé'-* 38(37?)/'377 is completely isometric, then every positive contraction 0 in sé' is a WLP for sé. If it is not completely isometric, then sé has no WLP 0 in sé' with kerQ = ker(7 -0) = {0}.
Proof. If it is completely isometric, then 6 = tt~1 is completely contractive. The results then follow from Corollary 4.14. D Example 1. If 0 is a WLP for C*(sé), one might expect that 0|(/_e)ßjr is a WLP for C*(sé\(/_Q)Qj3). However, this need not be true since the projections in the sequence for Q do not necessarily commute with the projection onto ( 7 -Q)Q37?. To simplify matters, suppose that 8: tr(T) -> T is completely bounded on ■n(sé) by M ,7» 1. Then we want to find a positive contraction 0 such that 0: ir(T) -» \Jl -Q yfQ^TyfQy/l -0 ~l is completely contractive. This is equivalent to finding a positive invertible operator A such that tr(T) -* A'lTA is completely contractive. If 8 is completely isometric, then this is equivalent to finding an A such that £ -» A~lTA is completely contractive. In this case sé has many WLPs in sé' by Corollary 4.16, but if A £ sé' this would yield a WLP Q <£ sé'. For example, if 5 is the unilateral shift and sé=sé (S) , is there some positive invertible A &sé' such that £ -» A~lTA is completely contractive on sel
